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Theorem (Ajtai [A1]). Assume there is a probabilistic polynomial time algo-rithm A that, for a uniformly chosen lattice from the class �n, �nds a non-zerovector v of length at most n. Then there is a probabilistic polynomial time algo-rithm B that, for any given lattice L � Rn and for some constants c0; c1; c2, withhigh probability will solve either one of the following three problems.Sivp (Shortest Independent Vectors Problem)Find n linearly independent vectors v1; : : : ;vn in L, whose length is up tosome factor of nc0 , smallest possible. Here the length of a set of vectors isde�ned as max1�i�n kvik.Sbp (Shortest Basis Problem)Find a basis [b1; : : : ;bn] for the lattice L, whose length is up to some factorof nc1 smallest possible. The length of a basis is de�ned as max1�i�n kbik,Svp (Shortest Vector Problem)Find the length of a shortest non-zero vector in L within a factor of nc2 .Improving upon Ajtai's original values, Cai/Nerurkar [CN] and Cai [Ca1],showed that we may take any c0 > 3; c1 > 3:5; and c2 > 4: Based on thetheorem and assuming that either one of the three problems Sivp;Sbp; or Svpis hard to approximate within the appropriate factors, Ajtai also showed how toconstruct a one-way function.These results clearly raise the question, how di�cult the above mentionedlattice problems are. At the time of Ajtai's discovery none of these problemswas known to be NP-complete. For all three problems the best polynomial timeapproximation algorithm is based on the L3-algorithm (see for example [L]). Thealgorithms achieve approximation factors that are exponential in the dimensionof the lattice. After Ajtai's discovery most e�ort to prove hardness results forSivp;Sbp, or Svp has been directed towards the problem Svp. This is due tothe importance of Svp in other areas of computer science, its connection tocryptography as evidenced by the Ajtai/Dwork cryptosystem [AD], and due toits long history. It is also important to note that computing short vectors in arandom lattice chosen from �n cannot be di�cult, unless computing a shortestvector in a lattice is di�cult in the worst-case. Currently, the best hardness resultfor Svp is due to Micciancio [M]. Building on work of Ajtai [A2], Micciancioproved that approximating the length of a shortest vector within a factor of� p2 is NP-hard under randomized reductions.If combined with Ajtai's theorem, this hardness result for approximating thelength of a shortest vector is still far from providing a reduction from a prov-ably worst-case di�cult problem to an average-case problem. Moreover, we havereason to believe that such a reduction cannot be achieved if one works withthe problem Svp. Let us elaborate this a little bit further. In Ajtai's proof aswell as in the subsequent improvements by Cai/Nerurkar and Cai, the problemSivp is directly reduced to a random instance in �n. The algorithms for Sbpand Svp are obtained from the algorithm for Sivp by invoking general resultsfrom the geometry of numbers. In particular, the only known technique to ob-tain an algorithm for Svp from an algorithm for Sivp uses so-called transference2



theorems [Ba,Ca1]. These theorems relate a lattice and its so-called dual lattice.Examples of Conway and Thompson (see [MH]) show that using these theoremsthe best we can hope for is to transfer an approximation algorithm for Sivpwith approximation factor f(n) into an approximation algorithm for Svp withapproximation factor n � f(n). Putting it another way, using transference the-orems it is impossible to prove Ajtai's theorem for any c2 < 1. On the otherhand, Goldreich and Goldwasser [GG] show that Svp is probably not hard forthe approximation factor pn= log(n). Hence, a provable worst-case to average-case reduction based on Ajtai's theorem and on the di�culty of Svp is not tobe expected.Having said all this, it seems to be natural to study the complexity of prob-lems Sivp and Sbp. This is the purpose of this paper. Although the results weobtain are far from establishing hardness results for these problems that areclose to the hardness results required by Ajtai's theorem, our results are muchstronger than the known non-approximability results for Svp. In particular, we�rst show that for every constant C, solving Sivp or Sbp within a factor of Cis NP-hard. Using the widely accepted assumption that problems in NP cannotbe solved in DTIME(npolylog(n)), we also rule out polynomial time algorithmssolving the problem Sivp or Sbp within a factor of 2log1��(n); where � > 0 isarbitrarily small, but �xed. A result of this form is often understood as pro-viding evidence that the corresponding problem is in fact hard to approximatewithin a factor nc for some c > 0 (see [AL]). We believe that Sivp and Sbp arehard to approximate within a polynomial factor, but the methods we use do notseem capable of proving such a result. We note that compared to the methodsin [A2,M] our constructions and proofs are relatively simple. Our methods arevariations of the methods used in [ABSS,AL] for the closest vector problem.We also generalize methods in [LLS] and [GG] to obtain results on the limitsof non-approximability for the problems Sivp and Sbp. We show that underKarp-reductions approximating Sivp and Sbp within a factor of n3=2 is not NP-hard unless NP = co-NP. This result is obtained by a direct generalization ofthe methods in [LLS]. Combining methods from [LLS] and [GG], we also showthat, under Karp-reductions, approximating Sivp and Sbp within a factor ofn=plog(n) is not NP-hard unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses to its secondlevel. Therefore, it is unlikely that non-approximability results as required by thecurrent versions of Ajtai's theorem are achievable (see also [GG]). This leads toone of the main questions this paper raises. We believe that a hardness resultfor approximating Sivp within a factor of n1��; � > 0 arbitrary, may be possible.Hence, in Ajtai's theorem, can the approximation factor for Sivp be improvedto n1��; � > 0?The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the main de�ni-tions. Section 3 contains an NP-completeness proof for problems Sivp and Sbp.The construction presented there is fundamental for the non-approximabilityresults in Section 4. In Section 5, we present our results on the limits of non-approximability for problems Sivp and Sbp.3



2 De�nitionsRm is them-dimensional Euclidean real vector space endowed with the Euclideaninner product h�; �i on Rm and the Euclidean norm kvk2 =Pmi=1 v2i for v 2 Rm .A lattice L is a discrete additive subgroup of Rm . Its rank, denoted by rank(L),is the dimension of the R-subspace span(L) that it spans. Each lattice L of rankn has a basis, i.e., a sequence [b1; : : : ;bn] of n elements of L that generate Las an abelian group. For a lattice L, �(L) is the smallest real number r suchthat there are rank(L) linear independent vectors in L of length at most r thatgenerate L. The ith successive minimum �i(L) of a lattice L is the smallest realnumber r such that there are i linear independent vectors in L of length at mostr. Furthermore, �(x; L) is the Euclidean distance from x 2 Rm to the closestvector in L. It may be tempting to assume that �rank(L) = �(L). However, ingeneral �(L) is strictly larger than �rank(L) (see for example [LLS]). In [CN] it isshown that �(L) � prank(L)2 �rank(L):Examples in [LLS] show that this is best possible.An important and easily computable invariant of a lattice is the determinantdet(L) of a lattice L. It is de�ned by choosing any basis [b1; : : : ;bn] for L andthen setting det(L)2 = det[hbi;bji]1�i;j�n:Minkowski's classical theorems on successive minima provide simple upper boundsfor the values of �i in term of the determinant of a lattice (see [C]).In the following de�nitions we state some fundamental computational prob-lems related to lattices. The purpose of this paper is to study the complexity ofthese problems. We always assume that a lattice L is given by a basis [b1; : : : ;bn]generating L.De�nition 1. Shortest Linearly Independent Vectors Problem (Sivp)GIVEN: A lattice L � Qm of rank n and a positive number r 2 RDECIDE: Whether there are n linear independent vectors v1; : : : ;vn 2 L withmax1�i�n kvik � rDe�nition 2. Shortest Basis Problem (Sbp)GIVEN: A lattice L � Qm of rank n and a positive number r 2 RDECIDE: Whether there are n linear independent vectors b1; : : : ;bn 2 L thatgenerate L and max1�i�n kbik � rDe�nition 3. The promise problem gapSivpg, where g is a gap function, isde�ned as follows:yes-instances are pairs (L; r), where L � Qm is a lattice of rank n, r 2 R+and �n(L) � r 4



no-instances are pairs (L; r), where L � Qm is a lattice of rank n, r 2 R+and �n(L) > g(n) � rDe�nition 4. The promise problem gapSbpg , where g is a gap function, isde�ned as follows:yes-instances are pairs (L; r) where L � Qm is a lattice of rank n, r 2 R+and �(L) � rno-instances are pairs (L; r) where L � Qm is a lattice of rank n, r 2 R+and �(L) > g(n) � rFor later purposes we also need to de�ne the following problems. Previousresearch on the complexity of lattice problems has focused on these problems.De�nition 5. Shortest Vector Problem (Svp)GIVEN: A lattice L � Qm of rank n and a positive number r 2 RDECIDE: Whether there exist a non-zero vector v 2 L withkvk � rDe�nition 6. The promise problem gapSvpg where g is a gap function, isde�ned as follows:yes-instances are pairs (L; r) where L � Qm is a lattice of rank n, r 2 R+and �1(L) � rno-instances are pairs (L; r) where L � Qm is a lattice of rank n, r 2 R+and �1(L) > g(n) � rDe�nition 7. Closest Vector Problem (Cvp)GIVEN: A lattice L � Qm of rank n, a vector x 2 Qm and a positive numberr 2 RDECIDE: Whether there exist a vector v 2 L withkx� vk � rDe�nition 8. The promise problem gapCvpg where g is a gap function, isde�ned as follows:yes-instances are triples (L;x; r) where L � Qm is a lattice of rank n, x 2 Qmand r 2 R+ satisfying �(x; L) � rno-instances are triples (L;x; r) where L � Qm is a lattice of rank n, x 2 Qmand r 2 R+ satisfying �(x; L) > g(n) � rStrictly speaking, to obtain well-de�ned decision problems the bounds r in thede�nitions above always need to be rational numbers. In all our constructionsand proofs naturally these bounds are square roots of rational numbers. It isalways straightforward to resolve the problems caused by real numbers. To keepthe notation simple, for the rest of the paper, we will ignore these problems.5



3 Sivp and Sbp are NP-completeIn this section we show that the problems Sivp and Sbp are NP-complete. Weinclude these proofs to motivate the proofs for the non-approximability resultsof the following section.Theorem 1. The problems Sivp and Sbp are NP-complete.Proof. Both problems are in NP, since in polynomial time we can decide whether(i) n vectors v1; : : : ;vn are linearly independent.(ii) A vector v is an element of a given lattice L [Ka2].(iii) n vectors v1; : : : ;vn are a basis for a given lattice [Ka2].To show that Sivp is NP-hard we reduce Cvp to Sivp. Clearly, we can restrictourselves to lattices L � Zm. Let (L;v; r) be an instance of Cvp. To reduce theinstance of Cvp to an instance of Sivp, let [b1; : : : ;bn] be a basis of L. Firstwe choose a constant D such that D > maxfr; �n(L)g: By Minkowski's theoremon successive minima we may take D = maxfr + 1; dnn=2 det(L)eg (This is theonly place where we need integral lattices.). Since det(L) can be computed inpolynomial time, D can be computed in polynomial time. Let M be the latticegenerated by the columns of the matrix�b1 b2 � � � bn v0 0 � � � 0 D� = �d1 d2 � � � dn dn+1 �The instance of Sivp is de�ned by (M;pr2 +D2).Assume �rst that (L;v; r) is a yes-instance of Cvp. Then there is a vectorw = Pni=1 cibi 2 L such that kw � vk � r. By construction of D, the latticeL contains n linearly independent vectors v1; : : : ;vn with kvik � �n(L) � Dfor all i. The vectors (v1; 0)>; : : : ; (vn; 0)>; (w � v;�D)> are n + 1 linearlyindependent vectors in M, whose length is bounded by pr2 +D2.Now assume that (L;v; r) is a no-instance of Cvp. Then any vector w 2L satis�es kw � vk > r. In every set of n + 1 linearly independent vectorsfw1; : : : ;wn+1g � M at least one vector must depend on dn+1, say,wn+1 = n+1Xi=1 cidi; cn+1 6= 0:If jcn+1j � 2, then kwn+1k � p4D2 >pr2 +D2:If cn+1 = �1; say cn+1 = �1, then kwn+1k > pr2 +D2:Otherwise, kPni=1 cibi�vk � r, contradicting the fact that (L;v; r) is a no-instance of Cvp.To show that Sbp is NP-complete we use the same reduction. We onlyneed to increase D slightly. In [CN] it is shown that for any lattice L we have6



�(L) � (prank(L))=(2)�n(L). Hence by Minkowski's theorem on successive min-ima n(n+1)=2 det(L) is an upper bound on �(L). To reduce Cvp to Sbp we usethe construction from above withD = maxfr + 1; dn(n+1)=2 det(L)eg:For any lattice �n(L) � �(L), therefore a no-instance of Cvp will be mappedonto a no-instance of Sbp. To see that a yes-instance of Cvp will be mappedonto a yes-instance of Sbp let v1; : : : ;vn be a basis of L with kvik � �(L) �D: Note that (v; D)> can be written as a linear combination of the vectors(v1; 0)>; : : : ; (vn; 0)>; (w � v; D)> with integer coe�cients. Hence the vectors(v1; 0)>; : : : ; (vn; 0)>; (w�v; D)> are a basis for M. The length of these vectorsis bounded by pr2 +D2. utWe note that the same reduction can be used to show the following result.Corollary 1. Given an oracle that solves Sivp or Sbp exactly, in polynomialtime Svp and Cvp can be solved exactly.Proof. The result for Cvp follows by a reduction identical to the one used above.In particular, we will use the same lattice construction as in the proof of The-orem 1. Assume we want to compute the distance �(v; L) from v 2 Rm to thelattice L � Rm . We will choose D such that D is an upper bound for �rank(L) (or�(L)) and such that D is an upper bound for �(v; L) as well. Since �(v; L) � kvk,we can choose D > maxfdnn=2 det(L)e; kvkg, if we want to reduce Cvp to Sivp.If we want to reduce Cvp to Sbp, we choose D > maxfdn(n+1)=2 det(L)e; kvkg.By the arguments from the proof of Theorem 1 it is not di�cult to see, that forthe lattice constructed in Theorem 1 and for the values of D de�ned above, theexact solution for problem Sivp or Sbp is given byp�(v; L)2 +D2. This provesthe corollary for Cvp.The result for Svp follows from the NP-completeness of Cvp (see Kannan[Ka1]) and the fact that Svp is clearly in NP. utThe construction used above cannot be used to transform approximation algo-rithms for Sivp to approximation algorithms forCvp. BecauseD � dnn=2 det(L)e,in general D is not at all related to �(v; L) for v 2 Rm . Every approximationalgorithm for Sivp, if applied to the construction above, will produce an esti-mate for �(v; L) that depends on D. This will not be a useful approximation for�(v; L).However, to obtain non-approximability results for Sivp, we do not workwith arbitrary lattices. In fact, non-approximability results for Cvp shown in[ABSS,AL] rely on very special lattices. For these lattices L we have more preciseinformation about the successive minima and about the distance �(v; L) of aspeci�c vector v to the lattice L. Exploiting this information allows us to usea variant of the construction from above to obtain non-approximability resultsfor Sivp and Sbp. Keeping these remarks in mind will help understanding theconstructions and proofs of the following section.7



4 Non-approximability results for Sivp and SbpIn this section we prove the non-approximability results for Sivp and Sbp. Firstwe need to review results from [AL].4.1 The Min Label Cover ProblemIn the following G = (V1; V2; E) denotes a bipartite graph, A a set of labelsfor the vertices in V1 [ V2, and �e a partial relation �e : A ! A describingthe admissible pairs of labels for every edge e 2 E. We adapt the notation of[AL,ABSS]. A labeling of G = (V1; V2; E) is a pair (P1;P2) of functions Pi : Vi !2A, i = 1; 2, assigning each vertex in V1 [ V2 a possibly empty set of labels.Let (P1;P2) a labeling of G = (V1; V2; E) and e = (v1; v2), v1 2 V1, v2 2 V2,an edge of G. We call e = (v1; v2) covered i� P1(v1) 6= ;, P2(v2) 6= ; and for alllabels b2 2 P2(v2) there is a label b1 2 P1(v1) such that �e(b1) = b2. A labeling(P1;P2) of G = (V1; V2; E) is called a cover of G i� every edge of G is coveredby the labeling (P1;P2).The cost of a labeling (P1;P2) for a graph G = (V1; V2; E) is de�ned ascost(P1;P2) = Xv2V1 jP1(v)j:De�nition 9. Min Label Cover (MinLC)INSTANCE: A (d1; d2)-regular bipartite graph G = (V1; V2; E), a set of labels A =f1; : : : ; Ng, N 2 N+ , and for every edge e 2 E a partial relation �e : A ! Asuch that ��1e (1) 6= ; for the distinguished label 1 2 ASOLUTION: A cover (P1;P2) of G. The minimal cost for an instance I will bedenoted by optMinLC(I).In the above de�nition we can always ensure the existence of a cover with costat most jV1jN ; simply let P2(v2) = A for all v2 2 V2 and P1(v1) = A for allv1 2 V1. Therefore,optMinLC(I) � N � jV1j; for all instances I:The following lemma is due to Arora and Lund [AL].Lemma 1. There is a constant g > 1 and a polynomial-time transformation �from 3-Sat to Min Label Cover such that for all instances ' we have:1. ' 2 3-Sat =) optMinLC(�(')) = 1 � jV1j' =2 3-Sat =) optMinLC(�(')) > g � jV1j:2. jV1j is the number of clauses in '.3. The bipartite graph of the Min Label Cover instance �(') is (3; 5)-regular.4. The number N of labels of the instance �(') is 8.Building on work in [ABSS], Arora and Lund also show the following reduc-tion from Min Label Cover to Cvp.8



Lemma 2. Let g be the constant from the previous lemma. There is a polynomial-time transformation from Min Label Cover to Cvp that for all instancesI = (V1; V2; E;A) of Min Label Cover generates a lattice L = L(b1; : : : ;bn)and a vector bn+1 with the following properties:1. L � Zm;m = 9jEj+ 8jV1j and n = 8jV1j+ 8jV2j.2. Every basis vector bi; i = 1; : : : ; n; has at most 25 non-zero coordinates.3. The �rst 9jEj coordinates in bi; i = 1; : : : ; n+1; are either 0 or K := 9jV1j.The remaining coordinates are either 0 or 1.4. optMinLC(I) = 1 � jV1j =) �(bn+1; L) =pjV1joptMinLC(I) > g � jV1j =) 8� 2 Zn f0g : �(� � bn+1; L) > pg �pjV1j:Moreover, in the �rst case, there is a vector v 2 L such that bn+1 � v hasamong its last 8jV1j coordinates exactly jV1j coordinates being 1.In the second case, for all v 2 L and all � 2 Zn f0g, if the �rst 9jEj coordi-nates of � � bn+1 � v are zero, then more than gjV1j of the last coordinatesin � � bn+1 � v are non-zero.Using a construction from [ABSS] we will strengthen this lemma, such thatwe only require 0; 1-vectors in the construction.Corollary 2. There is a polynomial-time transformation from the problem MinLabel Cover to Cvp that for all instances I = (V1; V2; E;A) of Min LabelCover generates a lattice L0 = L(b01; : : : ;b0n) and a target vector b0n+1 with thefollowing properties:1. L0 � Zm;m = 9KjEj+ 8jV1j and n = 8jV1j+ 8jV2j.2. b0i 2 f0; 1gm; i = 1; : : : ; n + 1, and b0i has � 25K non-zero coordinates,i = 1; : : : ; n:3. optMinLC(I) = 1 � jV1j =) �(b0n+1; L0) = 1 �pjV1joptMinLC(I) > g � jV1j =) 8� 2 Zn f0g : �(� � b0n+1; L0) > pg �pjV1j:Moreover, in the �rst case, there is a vector v0 2 L0 such that b0n+1 � v0 hasexactly jV1j non-zero coordinates.In the second case, for all v0 2 L0 and all � 2 Z n f0g; the di�erence vector� � b0n+1 � v0 has more than g � jV1j non-zero coordinates.Proof. Consider the vectors b1; : : : ;bn+1 constructed by the transformation ofLemma 2. The �rst 9jEj coordinates are either K or 0. The other coordinatesare either 0 or 1. To obtain the vectors b0i; i = 1; : : : ; n + 1; and the latticeL0 = L(b01; : : : ;b0n) in each bi we replace the �rst 9jEj coordinates by a set ofK coordinates each. If a vector had a K in one of these coordinates, it has a1 in each of the new K coordinates corresponding to the original coordinate.Otherwise the new coordinates are set to 0.The �rst two properties in the lemma are easily veri�ed. We still have toshow the last property. In the case optMinLC(I) = jV1j by Lemma 2 we know thatfor the original lattice L and the original vector bn+1 the distance �(bn+1; L) is9



attained by a vector v whose �rst 9jEj coordinates are 0. Applying to this vectorthe construction used to obtain the vectors b0i, proves the corollary for this case.In the case optMinLC(I) > gjV1j, observe that in the original lattice L anylattice vector has a multiple of K > g � jV1j in its �rst 9jEj coordinates. Similarly,the �rst 9jEj coordinates of bn+1 are K > g � jV1j. By Lemma 2 for every v 2 Land every � 2 Z n f0g the di�erence �bn+1 � v either has at least one non-zero coordinate among its �rst 9jEj coordinates or more than gjV1j of the lastcoordinates are 0 or 1. We conclude that for every vector v0 2 L0 and all integers� 6= 0 the di�erence vector � �b0n+1�v0 has more than gjV1j non-zero coordinatesand in particular �(� � b0n+1; L0) > pg �pjV1j. ut4.2 Non-approximability to within some Constant Factor for Sivpand SbpBased on the previous lemma we can show the following lemma, which is thekey to all our non-approximability results for Sivp and Sbp.Lemma 3. There is a constant c > 1, a polynomial-time computable functions(�), and a polynomial-time transformation from Min Label Cover to Sivpthat for all instances I = (V1; V2; E;A) of Min Label Cover generates a latticeL = L(b1; : : : ;bn+1) with the following properties:1. L � Zm;m = 9KjEj+ 8jV1j+ 26K;K := 9jV1j and n = 8jV1j+ 8jV2j.2. bi 2 f0; 1gm; i = 1; : : : ; n + 1, and bi has � s(jV1j)2 non-zero entries,i = 1; : : : ; n.3. optMinLC(I) = 1 � jV1j =) �rank(L) � 1 � s(jV1j)optMinLC(I) > g � jV1j =) �rank(L) > c � s(jV1j):4. Let M be the sublattice generated by [b1; : : : ;bn]. ThenoptMinLC(I) = 1 � jV1j =) �(bn+1;M) � 1 � s(jV1j)optMinLC(I) > g � jV1j =) 8� 2 Zn f0g : �(� � bn+1;M) > c � s(jV1j):Moreover, in the �rst case, there is a vector v 2 M such that bn+1 � v hasat most s(jV1j)2 non-zero coordinates.In the second case, for all v 2 M and all � 2 Z n f0g, the di�erence vector� � bn+1 � v has more than c2 � s(jV1j)2 non-zero coordinates.Proof. The function s(jV1j) will simply be p26K + jV1j =p235jV1j.Let b0i be the vectors from Corollary 2. For i = 1; : : : ; n let bi be the vectorobtained from b0i by adding 26K coordinates to bi, each coordinate being zero.bn+1 is obtained from b0n+1 by adding 26K coordinates to b0n+1, each coordinatebeing 1. Let L be the lattice generated by the vectors b1; : : : ;bn+1 and let M bethe sublattice generated by the vectors b1; : : : ;bn. 1 and 2 are immediate fromthe construction. 10



To prove 3 and 4 note that in any vector � � bn+1 � v with v 2 M and� 2 Zn f0g, the last 26K coordinates are �. Since kbik2 � 25K; i = 1; : : : ; n;minv2M�2Znf0g k� � bn+1 � vk2 � 26 �K > kbik2; i = 1; : : : ; n:Since rank(L) = rank(M) + 1;any set of rank(L) linearly independent vectors of L contains at least one vector vthat depends on bn+1. That is, in the representation of v as a linear combinationof the vectors bi, the coe�cient in front of bn+1 is a non-zero integer. Hence weare able to conclude �2rank(L) = min�2Znf0g�2(� � bn+1;M):Therefore�2rank(L) = min�2Znf0g�2(� �bn+1;M) = min�2Znf0g�2(� �b0n+1; L(b01; : : : ;b0n))+�2 �26K;where b01; : : : ;b0n+1 are as in Corollary 2. Thus, by the same corollaryoptMinLC(I) = 1 � jV1j=) �rank(L) � �(bn+1;M) �pjV1j+ 26K= s(jV1j)and optMinLC(I) > g � jV1j=) �rank(L) = min�2Znf0g�(� � bn+1;M) >pg � jV1j+ 26K= c � s(jV1j);for c = q1 + g�1235 . This proves the lemma, except for the last claims in 4. Oneeasily goes through the proof to check that even these stronger claims are true.utFrom Lemma 3 we can derive the �rst non-approximability results for Sivpand Sbp.Theorem 2. There is a constant c > 1 such that gapSivpc and gapSbpc areNP-hard.Proof. Let c be the constant in Lemma 3. This lemma together with Lemma 1proves the theorem for gapSivpc.For gapSbpc we also want to apply Lemma 1. First note that �(L) � �rank(L).Hence, in the case optMinLC(I) > g � jV1j the reduction in Lemma 3 shows�(L) > c � s(jV1j):11



For the case optMinLC(I) = jV1j, Lemma 3 shows that �(bn+1;M) � s(jV1j).Let v 2 M = L(b1; : : : ;bn) be a vector with kbn+1 � vk � s(jV1j): The vectorsb1; : : : ;bn;bn+1 � v are a basis for L. Since kbik � �(bn+1;M) (see the proofof Lemma 3), we conclude that in this case�(L) � s(jV1j):The theorem follows. ut4.3 Hardness of Approximating Sivp and Sbp within Large FactorsTo improve the hardness results of the previous section we will use again atechnique from [ABSS]. The technique is based on an iterative construction thatwill gradually increase the constant c in Lemma 3. We will now describe the �rststep of the iteration.Given an instance I of Min Label Cover, let b1; : : : ;bn+1 be the vectorsfrom Lemma 3. In these vectors replace each entry � by a block of m coordinatesequal to the vector � � bn+1. Call these new vectors wi; i = 1; : : : ; n+ 1. Let Bbe the (m � n)-matrix whose columns are the vectors b1; : : : ;bn and let B bethe (m2 � nm)-matrix
B =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
B1 0 � � � 00 B2 � � � 0... ... . . . ...0 0 � � � Bm

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAwhere each Bi is a copy of B. By Lemma 3 the length of the column vectors inB is at most s(jV1j). Let L be the lattice generated by the columns of B and thevectors wi; i = 1; : : : ; n+1. Similarly, M is the sublattice generated by the samevectors except for wn+1.Consider the case where the instance I of Min Label Cover satis�esoptMinLC(I) = jV1j. By Lemma 3 we can subtract a suitable integer linear com-bination of the vectors wi; i 6= n + 1; from wn+1 to obtain a new vector wn+1,which has only s(jV1j)2 non-zero blocks consisting of copies of bn+1. By Lemma 3the vectorswi; i = 1; : : : ; n; also have at most s(jV1j)2 non-zero blocks consistingof copies of bn+1. 12



For all wi by subtracting suitable linear combinations of the columns of Bwe can eliminate all but s(jV1j)2 non-zero entries in the blocks consisting of acopy of bn+1. Hence we can replace the vectors wi; i = 1; : : : ; n+ 1; by vectorsvi such that kvik � s(jV1j)2:We also conclude �(wn+1;M) � s(jV1j)2:The vectors vi; i = 1; : : : ; n+1; together with the columns of B are still a basisfor the lattice L. To prove this observe that replacing wn+1 by wn+1�v;v 2 M;still gives a basis. Next observe that the columns of B have not been changed.But then replacing wi by vi still gives a basis. We conclude that in the case acover with cost jV1j exists, �rank(L); �(L) � s(jV1j)2:Next we consider the case where the instance I ofMin Label Cover satis�esoptMinLC(I) > gjV1j. Note that the vector wn+1 is the only vector in the basisfor L whose last coordinate is non-zero. Hence any linearly independent set withrank(L) many elements, and in particular, any basis of L, must contain a vectorof the form �wn+1 � v with � 2 Z n f0g and v 2 M. Assume that a non-zerointeger � and a vector v 2 M exist such thatk� �wn+1 � vk � c2 � s(jV1j)2:This implies that the number of non-zero coordinates in � �wn+1�v is boundedby c4 � s(jV1j)4. Then either there is a non-zero block in � � wn+1 consisting ofa copy a bn+1, in which, by subtracting a suitable combination of columns ofB, the number of non-zero coordinates can be reduced below c2 � s(jV1j)2. Or bysubtracting a suitable combination of the vectors wi; i = 1; : : : ; n, the number ofnon-zero blocks in wn+1 can be reduced below c2 �s(jV1j)2. Both cases contradictLemma 3. So we may conclude, that in this case for every � 2 Zn f0g;�(� �wn+1;M) > c2 � s(jV1j)2:and �rank(L); �(L) > c2 � s(jV1j)2:Hence we have increased the gap c in Lemma 3 to c2 at the expense of increasingthe dimension of the Euclidean space underlying the lattice from m to m2 andat the expense of increasing the size of the generating set of vectors of the latticefrom n+1 to n(m+1)+1. Applying the same construction once more, this timeusing wn+1 to replace coordinates in the vectors wi; i = 1; : : : ; n+1, and in thevectors corresponding to the columns of B the gap c increases to c4. Iteratingthe construction further we obtainLemma 4. Let n;m; c and the function s be as in Lemma 3. Let ` be an arbitraryinteger. There is a transformation that for all instances I = (V1; V2; E;A) ofMin Label Cover generates a lattice L = L(b1; : : : ;bN+1) with the followingproperties: 13



1. L � ZM;M = m2` ; N = nQ`�1i=0 (m2i + 1)2. optMinLC(I) = 1 � jV1j =) �rank(L); �(L) � s(jV1j)2`optMinLC(I) > g � jV1j =) �rank(L); �(L) > c2` � s(jV1j)2` :The running time of the transformation is polynomial in jI j2` , where jI j is thedescription size of I.From this we obtain our �nal non-approximability results.Theorem 3. 1. For every �xed constant C > 1 the problems gapSivpC andgapSbpC are NP-hard.2. For every � > 0, there is no approximation algorithm approximating �rank(L)or �(L) within a factor of 2log1��(rank(L)) unless NP � DTIME(npolylog(n)).Proof. To prove the �rst statement we use Lemma 1 and Lemma 4 with` = log logc(C):Since c and C are constant, so is log logc(C). Hence the overall reduction from3-Sat to gapSivpC and gapSbpC is polynomial time.To prove the second statement we can use the same reasoning as in [ABSS].Let ' be an instance of 3-Sat. By j'j denote the size of this instance. Applyingthe transformation in Lemma 1 we obtain an instance I of Min Label Coverwith size jI j = j'jO(1). Applying the transformation in Lemma 4 with ` = `(j'j)such that 2`(j'j) = log�(j'j) for some �, we obtain a lattice L with rankrank(L) = R = 2O(log�+1(j'j)):The running time of the transformation is polynomial in 2O(log�+1(j'j)). Wealso have ' satis�able =) �rank(L); �(L) � s(jV1j)log�(j'j)' not satis�able =) �rank(L); �(L) > clog�(j'j) � s(jV1j)log�(j'j):The gap between satis�able and non-satis�able instances ' of 3-Sat isclog�(j'j):However, we have to measure this in terms of the rank R of the lattice L. Withrespect to R the gap is clog�(j'j) = 2
(log�=(�+1)(R));since log(R) = O(log�+1(j'j)).Now let � > 0. Choose � such that�=(� + 1) > 1� �:Then we can apply an approximation algorithm for �rank(L) or �(L) with approxi-mation factor 2log1��(rank(L)) to distinguish between satis�able and non-satis�ableinstances ' of 3-Sat. The theorem follows since we apply the algorithm to a lat-tice L whose overall description size is bounded by 2O(log�+1(j'j)). ut14



5 Limits of Non-Approximability for Sivp and SbpExtending results in [LLS] and [GG] we show that gapSivpn3=2 and gapSbpn3=2are in NP\co-NP and that gapSivpn=O(plog(n)) and gapSbpn=O(plog(n)) are inNP\co-AM. The �rst result implies that under Karp-reductions gapSivpn3=2 andgapSbpn3=2 are not NP-hard unless NP = co-NP. Again under Karp-reductions,the second result implies that gapSivpn=O(plog(n)) and gapSbpn=O(plog(n)) arenot NP-hard unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses to its second level. For athorough discussion of the complexity-theoretic implications of these results werefer to [GG].To prove the results on the limits of non-approximability we need a fewde�nitions from the geometry of numbers. Given a lattice L in Rm with basis[b1; : : : ;bn], by [by1; : : : ;byn] we denote the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of[b1; : : : ;bn] given by byi = bi � i�1Xj=1 �ijbyj for 1 � i � n;with �ij = hbi;byjihbyj ;byji for 1 � j < i � n:A basis [b1; : : : ;bn] is called weakly reduced i� j�ij j � 1=2 for 1 � j < i � n.By replacing bi by bi � mijbj ; 1 � j < i � n for suitable integers mij everybasis can be transformed into a weakly reduced basis [L].For a lattice L in Rm with basis [b1; : : : ;bn], we de�ne for 1 � i � n thelattices L(n�i+1) def= �i(L);where �i : Rm ! (Rb1 + : : :+ Rbi�1 )?denotes the orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal complement of Rb1 +: : :+Rbi�1 . L(n�i+1) is a lattice of rank n� i+1 with basis [�i(bi); : : : ; �i(bn)].In terms of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization we have�i(bj) = byj + j�1Xk=i �jkbykand particularly �i(bi) = byi :De�nition 10. A basis [b1; : : : ;bn] of a lattice L is called a HKZ-basis (Her-mite, Korkin, Zolotarev) i�(i) [b1; : : : ;bn] is weakly reduced.(ii) byi is a shortest non-zero vector in L(n�i+1); i = 1; : : : ; n.15



For a function g : N ! R+ , a basis [b1; : : : ;bn] is called an g-approximateHKZ-basis of L i�(i) [b1; : : : ;bn] is weakly reduced.(ii) byi is within a factor of g(n) a shortest non-zero vector in L(n�i+1); i =1; : : : ; n.Every lattice has a HKZ-basis of polynomial size.We also need the dual of a lattice and of a basis. Let L be a lattice in Rm withbasis [b1; : : : ;bn]. The dual lattice L� is the set of all vectors v� 2 Rb1+: : :+Rbnthat satisfy hv�;vi 2 Z for all v 2 L. The set L� is also a lattice. If b�1; : : : ;b�nare de�ned by hbi;b�j i = �1 if i+ j = n+ 10 otherwisethen [b�1; : : : ;b�n] is a basis of L�. It is called the basis dual to [b1; : : : ;bn]. Abasis [b1; : : : ;bn] of L is called a dual HKZ-basis i� the basis [b�1; : : : ;b�n] is aHKZ-basis of L�.Given a basis B = [b1; : : : ;bn] of a lattice L then we set�(B) = minfkby1k; : : : ; kbynkg:It is well-known [L] that �1(L) � �(B) for any basis B of a lattice L. On theother hand, in [LLS] it is shown that for a dual HKZ-basis B of a lattice Lwe have �1(L) � n�(B). Since the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of a basis[b1; : : : ;bn] can be computed in polynomial time, guessing a vector b 2 L anda dual HKZ-basis of L, we can check in polynomial time whether kbk � n�1(L).Hence, we have a non-deterministic algorithm for gapSvpn. Since gapSvpn 2NP, we obtain that the problem gapSvpn is in NP\ co-NP. This result and theproof are from [LLS].To obtain a similar result for Sivp and Sbp we need one crucial fact aboutHKZ-bases. It is an easy extension of a result in [LLS] and, using di�erentnotation, it was proved in [L].Theorem 4. Let [b1; : : : ;bn] be an g-approximate HKZ-basis of the lattice L.Then kbik � g(n)pi�i(L):From this we obtainTheorem 5. gapSivpn3=2 and gapSbpn3=2 are in NP \ co-NP.Proof. Both problems are in NP. To show that gapSivpn3=2 and gapSbpn3=2 arein co-NP we need to describe non-deterministic polynomial time algorithms thataccept only no-instances (L; d) of gapSivpn3=2 and gapSbpn3=2 . The algorithmwill be the same for both problems.The algorithm �rst guesses a set B = fb1; : : : ;bng � L. Furthermore thealgorithm guesses sets Bi � L(n�i+1); jBij = n�i+1; i = 1; : : : ; n. The algorithm16



checks that the sets B and Bi are bases of the respective lattices, that B is weaklyreduced, and accepts i� kbyik � n�(Bi); i = n; : : : ; 1;max1�i�n kbik > n3=2d:If the algorithm accepts, then kbyik � n�(Bi) � n�1(L(n�i+1)). In this case,B is an n-approximate HKZ-Basis of L. By Theorem 4, a yes-instance (L; d)of gapSivpn3=2 or gapSbpn3=2 will never be accepted. A no-instance will beaccepted, if the algorithm guesses a HKZ-basis B of L and dual HKZ-bases Biof L(n�i+1).Since �(L) � �n(L) and the vectors bi we computed in the non-deterministicalgorithm for gapSivpn3=2 form a basis for L, the theorem follows for gapSbpn3=2as well. utNext we want to proveTheorem 6. gapSivpn=O(plog(n)) and gapSbpn=O(plog(n)) are in NP\co-AM.Proof. For �xed but arbitrary c > 0, let g(�) denote the function from N toR+ , de�ned by g(1) = 1 and g(n) = pn=c log(n); n > 1. Hence n=pc log(n) =png(n). Based on the AM-protocol for co-gapSvpg in [GG], we describe anAM-protocol for co-gapSivppng . The protocol is as follows.First, the prover sends vectors b1; : : : ;bn to the veri�er. The veri�er checksthat these vectors form a weakly reduced basis of L and that maxi kbik >png(n)d. Then the veri�er computes the lattices L(n�i+1); i = n; : : : ; 1. Fori = 1; : : : ; n in parallel, the AM-protocol in [GG] for the problem co-gapSvpg isused with input (L(n�i+1); kbyik=g(n)). The veri�er accepts i� all these protocolslead to acceptance. Note that this is an MAM-protocol, but any MAM-protocolcan be transformed into an AM-protocol [B].Suppose �rst that (L; d) is a no-instance of gapSivppng . By sending a HKZ-basis [b1; : : : ;bn] of L the prover can ensure that byi is a shortest vector inL(n�i+1). Hence for i = 1; : : : ; n the veri�er in the [GG]-protocol will accept(L(n�i+1); kbyik=g(n)) with probability 1. Therefore, the veri�er in the protocolfor co-gapSivpg will accept the instance (L; d) with probability 1.Now assume that (L; d) is a yes-instance of gapSivppng . Assume that thevectors b1; : : : ;bn are a weakly-reduced basis and satisfy maxi kbik > png(n)d.Since (L; d) is a yes-instance, �n(L) � d. By Theorem 4, [b1; : : : ;bn] cannot bean g-approximate HKZ-basis of L. Hence there is at least one i 2 f1; : : : ; ng suchthat the length of a shortest vector in L(n�i+1) is at most kbyik=g(n). By theanalysis in [GG], running the co-AM-protocol for gapSvpg for this i, the veri�erwill accept (L(n�i+1); kbyik=g(n)) with probability at most 1� n�2c. Hence theveri�er will accept the input (L; d) with probability at most 1� n�2c.Since �n(L) � �(L) and since in the AM-protocol for co-gapSivppng de-scribed above the veri�er checks that the vectors b1; : : : ;bn sent by the proverform a basis, we see that the same protocol is also an AM-protocol for co-gapSbppng . ut17



6 Conclusions and Open ProblemsThe main open problem this paper raises is: What is the complexity of computingshort linearly independent vectors and bases in a lattice? Is there some constantc > 0 such that gapSivpnc and gapSbpnc areNP-hard? It is widely believed thatany problem that is hard to approximate within a factor of 2log1��(n) actually ishard to approximate within some polynomial factor (see [AL]). Currently, a prooffor this general statement seems to be out of reach. However, some progress inthis direction has been achieved recently for the closest vector problem [DKS].Since our results rely on methods originally used for hardness results for theclosest vector problem, it is natural to ask whether the hardness results of [DKS]for the closest vector problem hold for Sivp and Sbp as well.Our hardness results for Sivp and Sbp (almost) match the known hardnessresults for Cvp. However, we were not able to generalize the known results onthe limits of non-approximability of Cvp to Sivp and Sbp. Instead our boundsare worse by a factor of pn. That opens up the possibility that Sivp and Sbp arestrictly harder than Cvp or Svp. The current picture is somewhat mixed. On theone hand, we have reductions that reduce the exact versions of Svp and Cvp toexact versions of Sivp and Sbp. No such reductions are known for the oppositedirection. However, for the corresponding approximate versions the situation isdi�erent. We have reductions of approximate versions of Sivp and Sbp to anapproximate version of Svp with a loss of pn in the approximation factor [LLS].These reductions actually compute a relatively short basis, for example. Forreductions of an approximate version of Svp to approximate versions of Sivpand Sbp the corresponding loss in the approximation factor is n. This is based onso-called transference theorems [Ba,Ca1]. Moreover, in this case, we only get anumerical estimate for the length of a shortest vector, we do not get a relativelyshort vector. In general, no such reduction is known for an approximate versionof Cvp. It would be nice to have a clearer picture of the relationship betweenthe various lattice problems.References[A1] M. Ajtai, \Generating Hard Instances of Lattice Problems", Proc. 28th Sympo-sium on Theory of Computing 1996, pp. 99-108.[A2] M. Ajtai, \The Shortest Vector Problem is NP-Hard for Randomized Reductions",Proc. 30th Symposium on Theory of Computing 1998, pp. 10-19.[A3] M. Ajtai, \Worst-Case Complexity, Average-Case Complexity and Lattice Prob-lems", Proc. International Congress of Mathematicians 1998, Vol. III, pp. 421-428.[ABSS] S. Arora, L. Babai, J. Stern, Z. Sweedyk, \The Hardness of ApproximateOptima in Lattices, Codes, and Systems of Linear Equations", Journal of Computerand System Sciences Vol. 54, pp. 317-331, 1997.[AD] M. Ajtai, C. Dwork \A Public-Key Cryptosystem with Worst-Case/Average-Case Equivalence", Proc. 29th Symposium on Theory of Computing 1997, pp. 284-293.[AL] S. Arora, C. Lund, \Hardness of Approximations", in D. S. Hochbaum (ed.),Approximation Algorithms for NP-Hard Problems, PWS Publishing, 1997.18
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